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Abstract

Using Specification and Description Language (SDL) as a formal language for specification of requirements for the complex, real-time and distributed systems involving many concurrent activities, we have come to the idea of making the language independent of platforms and operating systems which may use it. Shortly, we have developed markup version of the SDL language, and named it SDL Markup Language. It is an XML-based version of the SDL-PR (Phrase Representation), an SDL textual notation. We use the language to specify the complex communications protocols, which are used in wide range of layered architectures. We provide the specification from the INRES protocol in SDL-ML.
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1. Introduction

Telecommunications companies are mostly focused on the activities that create added values to the services for their customers. Therefore, the business process modeling has become a major focus of attention in business analysis and information systems engineering. Process models can be used for analysis, design, simulation and automated execution of business processes. There are various software tools for modeling, simulating and execution of business processes. Also, different process modeling languages have been developed [3], [4]. One of the most popular, UML (Unified Modeling Language) has the wide application range, however it remains informal in some of its aspects, which might not be satisfying for some special purposes. We have chosen Specification and Description Language (SDL), a standardized language by ITU-T. Its purpose is the specification and description of complex, event-driven, real-time and interactive applications involving many concurrent activities that communicate using discrete signals.

Moreover, in this paper we present SDL Markup Language, our idea of XML based SDL language. We think of it as an interchange SDL format that is independent of specific tools and platforms. Moreover, the interchange format needs to support extensions of SDL. The beauty of the approach is in its simplicity, reusability and the wide range of usage. Any application that is using XML for data interchange can use the SDL-ML specification.
The related work is mostly the literature on SDL [1], [2], [5], [8], [10], finite state machines communication [6], [7], and layered communication architecture examples [12]. Since no such language has been developed so far, we can only outline that our inspiration comes from the similar trials like PNML (Petri Net Markup Language) that was developed for the same purpose for Petri net platform independent interchange format [13].

After the introduction, the paper shortly explains major ideas form SDL architecture and its elements. Then, using SDL machine processable format, it introduces the ideas of SDL-ML language. In the end, we provide the example of INRES protocol from the literature, an example of layered communication architecture and we model the Initiator part in SDL and SDL-ML.

2. Specification and Description Language

SDL language supports two equivalent notations, graphical (SDL-GR) and textual (SDL-PR). The textual notation SDL-PR (Phrase Representation) uses the textual syntax only. The graphical notation SDL-GR not only has graphical components, but also some textual parts that are identical with the textual representation SDL-PR. This is because some specifications, such as the specification of data and signals, are more naturally specified textually [1].

The overall design is called the system and everything that is outside the system is called the environment. There is no specific graphical representation for the system but the block representation can be used if needed. A block (or an agent) is an element in the system structure. There are two kinds of agents: blocks (meaning that a block can contain another block) and processes. A system is the outermost block. A block is a structuring element that does not imply any physical implementation on the target.

A process is a finite state machine (FSM) based task and has an implicit message queue to receive messages. It is possible to have several instances of the same process running independently.

2.1 SDL Architecture

The system description in SDL is divided into two parts; structural and behavioral. Structural part refers to describing system as a black box with interaction to the environment. It contains blocks or agents which contain processes. So, the SDL hierarchy is given as system - block - process sequence which enable the developers to develop the system in top-down manner instead of more exhausting bottom-up approach.

A system specification, in a broad sense, is the specification of both the behaviour and a set of general parameters of the system. However, SDL is intended to specify the behavioral aspects of a system; the general parameters describing properties like capacity and weight have to be described using different technique [8].

There is no specific graphical representation for the system but the block representation can be used if needed. The corresponding textual notation for the system is given as follows:

A block (or an agent) is an element in the system structure. There are two kinds of agents: blocks (meaning that a block can contain block) and processes. A system is the outermost block. A block is a structuring element that does not imply any physical implementation on the target. A block can be further decomposed in blocks and so on allowing to handle large systems. A block symbol is a solid rectangle with its name in it.

When the SDL system is decomposed down to the simplest block, the way the block fulfills its functionality is described with processes. A lowest level block can be composed.
of one or several processes. To avoid having blocks with only one process it is allowed to mix together blocks and processes at the same level e.g. in the same block. A process symbol is a rectangle with cut corners with its name in it.

Here is the textual notation for the block;

\[
\text{block <block name>};
\text{<block declarations>}
\text{<type in lock specification>}
\text{<process interaction>}
\text{<channel to route connections>}
\text{endblock[<block name>];}
\]

Table 2: SDL: Block Textual Notation

A process is basically the code that will be executed. It is a finite state machine based task and has an implicit message queue to receive messages. It is possible to have several instances of the same process running independently. The number of instances present when the system starts and the maximum number of instances are declared between parenthesis after the name of the process. The full syntax in the process symbol is given in Table 3.

\[
\text{process <process name>};
\text{<process declaration>}
\text{<type in process specification>}
\text{<process body>}
\text{[endprocess[<process name>];]}
\]

Table 3: SDL: Process Textual Notation

Each SDL process is composed of a numerous states, even extended states (variable-based) for the prevention of state space explosion. Textual notation for the state is given in Table 4.

2.2 SDL Communication

A process description is based on an extended finite state machine. A process state determines which behavior the process will have when receiving a specific stimulation. A transition is the code between two states. The process can be hanging on its message queue or a semaphore or running e.g. executing code.

Signals can be received in the input queue at any time, regardless of whether the process is in a state or interpreting a transition. When a state is entered or while a
process is in a state and receives a signal, the input queue is examined to see if there are any signals that are not saved for that state. If there are only signals that are saved for that state in the input queue, nothing happens and the process remains in the state.

If in a given state the input queue is not empty and there are signals for that state that are not saved, the first such signal (in FIFO order) is removed from the queue (it is consumed), and initiates a transition. If the transition simply leads back to the same state with no other action, the signal is effectively discarded. Figure 1 shows an example. Discarding a signal is such a common case that there is a short-hand for this.

Let us consider the process of Figure 1 in state S1. The input queue contains the signals of type a, d, a, and b, in the that order. The signals of type a and d can initiate a transition. A signal of type a is first in the input queue. It is removed from the queue, and the process performs the transition to state S2. Now the signal of type d is first in the queue. Since the transition for d leads directly back to S2 with no action, it is effectively discarded. The next signal is of type a, which can initiate a transition from state S2 to some other state [2].
Timers also generate signals in the process input queue. If timer T is activated to the expiration time x, at time x a signal of type T is put into the input queue of the process. If at time x the input queue already contained signals of type a, b and c, these will stay in the input queue before signal T. Any signals that arrive after time x (such as the signals of type d and c) are placed after the signal of type T.

SDL processes run concurrently; depending on the target hardware the behavior might be slightly different. But messages and semaphores are there to handle process synchronization so the final behavior should be independent.

3. SDL Markup Language

In this paper we outline this idea of SDL Markup Language (SDL-ML). SDL-ML is meant to be an interchange format that is independent of specific tools and platforms. Moreover, the interchange format needs to support extensions of SDL. We naturally use SDL-PR textual notation for the syntax of SDL-ML. We chose the "xmlns : sdl" as the namespace for our .sdl XML file.

3.1 SDL-ML Elements

Element <sdl : system > defines the system element which is the root element for the whole specification, i.e. all other elements are nested into this one. It has the attribute "id" which stands for identification.

Element <sdl : block > defines the block element which contains processes. This element is the parent element of the process elements. It has the "id" attribute for unique identification.

Element <sdl : process > defines the process element which contains states and signals. This element is the parent element of the set of state and signal elements. It has the "id" attribute for unique identification.

Element <sdl : state > defines the state element with the "id" attribute for unique identification. If it is set to "Any" it denotes a special state, e.g. any state ("*" in graphical notation). Its child elements are <sdl : pre > and <sdl : post > to define the related elements of the state, the preceding and subsequent ones.

Element <sdl : signal > defines the signal element with the "id" attribute for unique identification. It has the same child elements as the <sdl : state > element. A child element is also <sdl : data > with attribute of "type" denoting data type.

Element <sdl : task > defines the task element. It has the "id" attribute. It has the same nested elements as the <sdl : state > element for defining relations with its preceding and subsequent elements. It also has <sdl : variable > and <sdl : expression > elements denoting the specific task of the process.

Element <sdl : decision > defines the decision element. It has the "id" attribute. It has the same nested elements as the <sdl : state > element for defining relations with its preceding and subsequent elements. It also has <sdl : question > and <sdl : answer > elements denoting the specific decision of the process.

Element <sdl : channel > defines channel to connect block elements within the system. It has the "name" attribute. It also holds nested elements <from >, <to > and <with > to specify the elements that it is connected to.

Element <sdl : route > defines route to connect process elements within the specified block. It has the "name" attribute. It also holds nested elements <from >, <to > and <with > to specify the elements that it is connected to.
Elements $<\text{sdl: pre}>$ and $<\text{sdl: post}>$ have an attribute "type" to denote what kind of a symbols the parent element is connected to (or related to). These are, for instance, "signal", "state", etc.

### 3.2 SDL-ML Application

The motivation for introduction of SDL Markup Language is to obtain an XML-based interchange format for SDL documents. Due to various tools there is a need for unified modeling of SDL systems. SDL-ML applications are software programs that process and manipulate data using XML technologies. Furthermore, once we have an XML-based SDL system description, we have a variety of different target languages to translate our specification into. For instance, using XSLT we transform our SDL-ML specification into any XML or non-XML language, if needed, which enriches our opportunities for facing another applications or user interfaces. There are already hundreds of serious applications of XML languages. SDL strength against another modeling languages and techniques is its strong definition and formality. What is out of SDL scope of modeling cannot be a subject to implementation with programming languages. SDL processes are therefore programmable and verified by the modeling itself. Based on SDL-ML specification a programmer is able to implement a system in object-oriented languages (e.g. Java, C++, etc.) easily. And the field of application is wide; concurrent and distributed real time systems and applications where communication via message exchange is needed. We provide a detailed insight into the communication protocol named INRES in the next section.

### 4. SDL Example of INRES Protocol

The layering in the communication architecture can be compared with abstraction levels following the principle of information hiding: together with the lower layers, every layer renders a service to the next higher layer. The means by which this service is rendered is hidden from the higher layer. The higher layer needs no information about implementation details of the lower layers, but can rely on a defined service [11].

![Figure 2: The overall architecture of INRES Protocol](image-url)
Figure 3: The Initiator in INRES Protocol (1)
Figure 4: The Initiator in INRES Protocol (2)
In this section we give the example of the SDL (SDL-ML) system specification. We have chosen INRES protocol, and we provide SDL and SDL-ML specification for the Initiator entity of INRES protocol.

The INRES (Initiator-Responder) protocol contains many OSI concepts and is therefore very suitable for illustrative purposes. The INRES protocol implements a reliable, connection-oriented data transfer service between two users. The protocol operates above a medium that offers an unreliable data transfer service. The INRES service is not symmetrical: it offers only one way data transmission from an initiating process to a responding process [12].

INRES Protocol renders a connection-oriented service to its users with the aid of Medium service (Figure 2), which can be used for unreliable transmission of data units. The figure expresses the interchange of messages which are explained by its meaning (not the structure) as we are interested in abstract modeling neglecting the details of implementation of the protocol. We have three blocks in the figure communicating via message passing and each message carries the potion of relevant information to the protocol interchange. Two of the blocks represent the communicating subjects; initiator and the responder, and the third one is the service of their use.

Before describing the protocol in SDL vocabulary, let us first explain details of messages to be exchanged between the Initiator and Responder. They are used below in the specification of INRES Initiator states and signals (Figures 3 and 4). Both of the communication entities are represented as a single SDL process, and each is assumed to be in an initial stated before performing an action. An action is usually the message receipt or message sending. An Initiator is assumed to be in "Disconnected" state at the system startup and three of the incoming messages are expected to trigger the Initiator to change its state. These are DR, ICONreq and CR, which can also "come" when the Initiator enters any of its states.

The following service primitives are used for the communication between user and provider [1]. Their names in SDL graphical symbols (shown in figures and tables below) denote their purpose (input or output signals, states, etc.):

- ICONreq, request of a connection by Initiator-user
- ICONind, indication of a connection by the provider
- ICONresp, response to a connection attempt by Responder-user
- ICONconf, confirmation of a connection by the provider
- IDATreq, data from the Initiator-user to the provider
- IDATind, data from the provider to the Responder-user
- IDISreq, request of a disconnection by the Responder-user
- IDISind, indication of disconnection by the provider

The protocol entities (Initiator and Responder) communicate by exchange of the protocol data units (PDUs) with respective service primitives (SPs): CR (connection establishment - SPs: ICONreq, ICONind), CC (connection confirmation - SPs: ICONresp, ICONconf), DT (data transfer - SPs: IDATreq, IDATind), AK (acknowledgment) and DR (disconnection - SPs: IDISreq, IDISind).

The communication takes place in three distinct phases: the connection establishment phase, the data transmission phase and the disconnection phase.
A connection establishment is initiated by the Initiator with an ICONreq and it sends a CR to the entity Responder. Responder answers with CC or DR. In case of CC, Initiator issues an ICONconf to its user and the data phase can be entered. If Initiator receives nothing at all within 5 seconds, CR is transmitted again. If, after four attempts, still nothing is received by Initiator, it enters the disconnection phase. If Responder receives a CR from Initiator, the Responder gets an ICONind. The user can respond with ICONresp or IDISreq. ICONresp indicates its willingness to accept the connection, Responder thereafter sends a CC to Initiator and the data transmission phase is entered. Upon receipt of an IDISreq, Responder enters the disconnection phase [1].

Data transmission phase. If the Initiator-user of the entity issues an IDATreq, the Initiator sends a DT to the Responder and is then ready to receive another IDATreq from the user. After having sent a DT to Responder, Initiator waits for 5 seconds for a respective acknowledgment AK. Then the DT is sent again. After four unsuccessful transmissions, Initiator enters the disconnection phase. If Responder receives a CR, it enters the connection establishment phase, and, on receipt of an IDISreq, it enters the disconnection phase.

Disconnection phase An IDISreq from the Responder-user results in the sending of a DR by the Responder. Subsequently, Responder can receive another connection establishment attempt CR from Initiator. At the Initiator, the DR results in an IDISind sent by the Initiator to its user. An IDISind is also sent to the user after DT or CR has been sent unsuccessfully to the Responder. It is now possible to establish a new connection.

As the protocol has been explained, we refer to Figures 3 and 4, where the protocol is interpreted graphically, in SDL-GR version. Both figures represent the set of Initiators states and input and output signals. We have the initial state, which is called "Disconnected", and is expecting one of the three signals: DR, ICONreq and CR. If DR arrives first, Initiator responds by sending IDISind signal and remains in the same initial state "Disconnected". If ICONreq comes first, Initiator sets Counter to one and sends CR signal, then starts the timer and waits for the response (state "Wait"). While waiting, Initiator can either receive the timer expiration, or CC or DR signals. If CC comes first, it resets the timer, sets Number to one, send ICONref and finally connects (state "Connected"). If DR comes, then Initiator resets the timer, sends IDISind and returns to the initial state. Else, if timer expires first, it resets it if no four timers expired yet, or send IDISind and returns to the initial state (Figure 3).

If in the initial state, Initiator receives CR, it sends ICONind and waits for ICONresp (state "Wait"). When it comes, it sets Number to one, sends CC and connects. When Initiator is connected (state "Connected"), it can either receive signal CR or DT(Num, d). If it receives CR first, it sends ICONind and waits (or goes to the initial state if receives CR in any of other states). Else, if DT(Num, d) comes, it evaluates Num and sends either AK(Num) and remains in the same states, or sends IDATind(d), AK(Num), evaluates Number and waits (Figure 4).

Here we put some of the .sdl XML file for the specification of Initiator in INRES protocol. The first part in Tables 5, 6 and 7 specifies the Initiator block and process, while the other one in Table 7 focuses on communication channels between the blocks in INRES protocol. Each SDL element is represented with its corresponding .sdl XML element.

Table 5 specifies the system which is given the name "INRES", the block with id "Initiator" and also the process with the same id. These are not in the name collision since they use the different element types (the block and the process are two different elements). Here the same message exchange from the Figures 3 and 4 is repeated, but in an XML
Table 5: SDL-ML Code for Initiator Specification in INRES Protocol (1)
Table 6: SDL-ML Code for Initiator Specification in INRES Protocol (2)
Table 7: SDL-ML Code for Initiator Specification in INRES Protocol (3)

```xml
<sdl:block>
  <sdl:system>
    <sdl:state id="Disconnected">
      <sdl:pre name="signal">IDISind</sdl:pre>
    </sdl:state>
    <sdl:decision id="counter">
      <sdl:pre name="signal" type="timer">T</sdl:pre>
      <sdl:question>Counter<4</sdl:pre>
      <sdl:answer>true</sdl:answer>
      <sdl:post name="signal" type="outgoing">CR</sdl:post>
      <sdl:answer>false</sdl:answer>
      <sdl:post name="signal" type="outgoing">IDISind</sdl:post>
    </sdl:decision>
    <sdl:signal id="CR" type="outgoing">
      <sdl:pre name="decision">Counter<4</sdl:pre>
      <sdl:post name="task">Counter:=Counter+1</sdl:post>
    </sdl:signal>
    <sdl:task id="counter">
      <sdl:variable>Counter</sdl:variable>
      <sdl:expression>Counter:=Counter+1</sdl:expression>
      <sdl:post name="signal" type="outgoing">CR</sdl:post>
      <sdl:post name="task">set(now+P,T)</sdl:post>
    </sdl:task>
    <sdl:task id="setT">
      <sdl:variable>T</sdl:variable>
      <sdl:expression>set(now+P,T)</sdl:expression>
      <sdl:post name="task">Counter:=Counter+1</sdl:post>
      <sdl:post name="state">Wait</sdl:post>
    </sdl:task>
    <sdl:process>
      <sdl:block>
        <sdl:system>
          <sdl:decision id="counter">
            <sdl:pre name="signal">IDISind</sdl:pre>
          </sdl:decision>
          <sdl:signal id="CR" type="outgoing">
            <sdl:pre name="decision">Counter<4</sdl:pre>
            <sdl:post name="task">Counter:=Counter+1</sdl:post>
          </sdl:signal>
          <sdl:task id="counter">
            <sdl:variable>Counter</sdl:variable>
            <sdl:expression>Counter:=Counter+1</sdl:expression>
            <sdl:post name="signal" type="outgoing">CR</sdl:post>
            <sdl:post name="task">set(now+P,T)</sdl:post>
          </sdl:task>
          <sdl:task id="setT">
            <sdl:variable>T</sdl:variable>
            <sdl:expression>set(now+P,T)</sdl:expression>
            <sdl:post name="task">Counter:=Counter+1</sdl:post>
            <sdl:post name="state">Wait</sdl:post>
          </sdl:task>
        </sdl:block>
      </sdl:system>
    </sdl:process>
  </sdl:block>
</sdl:system>
```

Table 7: SDL-ML Code for Initiator Specification in INRES Protocol (3)

Based version, using elements from the previous section. Each signal is now represented as element node in SDL-ML and each element is given its predecessors and adherents. Let us take an example of ICONreq signal. Its attribute is specified as "incoming" denoting the direction of the signal (coming into the process, not outgoing). Its predecessor is state symbol "Disconnected" and its adherent is task symbol "Counter:=1".

Table 6 continues the specification. Among others, it specifies the timer with signal id="T" and type="timer". Its predecessor is the waiting state ("Wait"), and its adherent is decision symbol verifying if Counter<4. It also specifies task of resetting the timer with id="resetT" and expression "reset(T)" denoting the SDL task for timer reset. Its predecessor is CC signal, and its adherent is task symbol of "Numer:=1" task.

Table 7 finishes the Initiator’s process SDL-ML specification. It specifies the "Disconnected" state with its predecessor IDISind signal. Then, it specifies the decision with id="counter" questioning if "Counter<4" and sending signals according to its answers, either CR or IDISind. It also performs the task "counter" with its expression "Counter := Counter+1" with predecessor outgoing signal CR and the adherent task, setting the timer "set(now+P,T)".
Finally, Table 8 specifies the communication channels and routes between the INRES blocks and processes. Channel "Ch-Initiator-Responder" is bidirectional and we specify the signals flow in both directions. From Initiator to Responder we have the signals CR and DT, and signals CC, CR and DK in the opposite direction. Channel "Ch-Initiator-MediumService" is also bidirectional and specifies signals MDATreq i MSAP1 from Initiator to MediumService, and MDATind in the opposite direction. Channel "Ch-Initiator-Env" is the one connecting the system to its environment.

5. Conclusion

The layering in the communication architecture can be compared with abstraction levels following the principle of information hiding: together with the lower layers, every layer renders a service to the next higher layer. The means by which this service is rendered is hidden from the higher layer. The higher layer needs no information about implementation details of the lower layers, but can rely on a defined service.
In this paper we have chosen Specification and Description Language, a ITU-T standard Z.100 for specifying and describing telecommunications processes from layered architectures, as our starting point is the process of formalizing a telecommunications service specification. We have developed elements for SDL Markup Language based on SDL-PR (Phrase Representation) version of the language and XML syntax. SDL-ML applications are software programs that process and manipulate data using XML technologies. Furthermore, once we have an XML-based SDL system description, we have a variety of different target languages to translate our specification into.

The approach is illustrated by the example of INRES Protocol, a layered communication protocol for reliable, connection-oriented data transfer service between two users. The future work is to extend the basic SDL-ML concepts and to introduce more details in the existing concepts of tasks, decisions and timer control at the level of process modeling. At the system level, data parameters of the signals are to be introduced with more details in data type specification. Another direction is to explore the spectrum of different application areas for formal system specification based on SDL.
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